The HIV pandemic seems to be fading to some degree-but there are regional exceptions. The current liberal prevention strategy with programs aimed at risk reduction interventions in particular for sexual behavior and injecting drug use has been expanded by antiretroviral treatment approaches. It was expected to keep the prevalence of infectious individuals below a certain threshold to curb self-sustaining chains of HIV infections. The introduction of biomedical approaches by ART/HAART with regard to practicing risk reduction behavior has been received as an exemption of responsibility by certain populations who are defined as "at-risk" population. Certain parts of the hard-to-reach, high-risk population have returned to unsafe sex practices leading to careless behavior which in turn has promoted the spread of HIV. This is supported by modern trends in risk societies where with regard to HIV basic principles of ethics and tenets of the Human Rights like "don't harm other people" have lost any normative power. In addition, with the support of NGOs, legal norms such as protecting the "bodily integrity of individuals" have been ignored, allowing the "passing of HIV to partners" to become socially acceptable behavior. As a whole, in defiance of the endeavors of prevention applied so far, certain societies are exposed to an ongoing spread of HIV.
different concepts are necessary. Incitements to end this "HIV-exceptionalism" achieve little [12] , with the exception initiated by the US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) [13] . The policy of the USPSTF "… recommends HIV testing of all adults aged 15 to 65 regardless of their risk". It represents a measure that aims to overcome most, if not all, of the barriers to HIV testing-"… a long-overdue acknowledgement of the evidence as interpreted by the CDC …" [14] . This has to be seen also in the context to reduce the number of "HIV late presenters" [15] [16] [17] . The initiative of the USPSTF is to be seen as targeting "at-risk" people who are unaware of their HIV-positive status because they either do not like or fear the knowledge that they are HIV-infected. In France, the initiative to test for HIV in one of the most affected target groups acknowledges the reality: "MSM (…) are recommended to screen for HIV at least once a year" [18] .
Certainstudies show what Europe without a realistic concept will be forced to do manage the issues. As an example: 1) on average "a majority (60%) of the men who had HIV did not know it…" in six selected central European capitals [19] ; 2) The migrants mostly from Africa: European Union/European Economic Area (EU/ EEA) experienced during [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] . "Migrants represent two-fifths of the HIV cases reported and had higher late HIV presentation." [20] ; 3) "Half of African migrants diagnosed with HIV in France acquired HIV while living there; Implications for HIV prevention strategies." [21] .
The difference between migrants or refugees of varying backgrounds, respectively, with acquired HIV infection in their homelands and those with "post-migration HIV acquisition" should be of concern for the adjustment of prevention campaigns [22] . Apart from the possible impact of migrants on socio-demographic situations, the influx of ART resistant HIV and HIV non-B clades in the context of increasing the odds for the emergence of CRFs [23] needs greater attention for targeted prevention campaigns and specialized medical care services covering all their medical needs imported from their homelands. The influx of "African-born immigrants" in a certain US state points to the various challenges to come in Europe [24] . But apart from the issues with HIV-infected immigrants there is the high prevalence of HCV-infected people from sub-Saharan Africa. This situation needs the prevention campaigns for HIV to be extended for HCV [25] .
At first glance, studies that try to influence "at-risk" people to change their risky behaviour by using intervention strategies on safer sex practices look promising [26] [27] . However, there is no solution as to how to achieve sustained improvements in the long term-lifelong! In particular, with the reduced threat to life expectancy following the introduction of ART, how is it possible to manage a behavioral intervention strategy that is able to reach the hundreds of thousands of individuals who are atrisk? Furthermore, what about the costs of such a strategy? With respect to the cost-effectiveness of when to screen for HIV, decision-makers should focus on targeting people in clusters in which the prevalence of HIV-positive participants can be expected to be higher than one per cent (see Section 6) . This is about five times higher than that recommended for "… rapid HIV testing (…) except in settings where there is evidence that the prevalence of undiagnosed HIV infection is below 0.2%" [28] . Thus far, discussing risk-reduction intervention strategies at a personal face-to-face level or a community level, resp. for people towards safer sex has focused on how to redirect their individual risky lifestyles. But there is a need to consider the ruling group dynamic processes regarding the participation of these people in highly organized "sex meetings" of different kinds where the individual decision-making ability is almost excluded (see Section 6) .
In summary, the intended goal of current intervention strategies was to curb new HIV infections and to keep the prevalence of HIV-infected people below a certain low threshold in order to ensure that no further self-sustaining chains of HIV transmission could emerge. This, however, was, and still is an incorrect assumption. To some degree this strategy served its purpose and the majority of people responded to the health messages-but not enough people did so because the messages failed to empower an adequate proportion of those people in "atrisk" groups to reduce their risky behaviour in any way. To the contrary, these people promoted the ongoing spread of HIV. This liberal concept does not contain any restrictions regarding its misuse; it had not the required impact but has turned into a crisis. The failure of this mono-thematic NPH strategy can be taken as verification of an unsuccessful attempt. Designers of new prevention strategies have to accept realities of, example given, life settings of the "at-risk" communities. Limits for self-efficacy have to be pointed out with respect to behave responsibly within the frameworks of our liberal societies.
Who Are the People Perpetuating the Spread of HIV in High-Income Countries?
This section addresses those whose sexual orientation and promiscuous lifestyles make them most "atrisk" ir-respective of their social rank or education. This may pertain to anonymous loners in casual encounters, homoor heterosexual prostitution, or planned settings such as professionally organized settings such as "barebacking" of different kinds and drug users-and combinations thereof.
For the WHO/ECDC, "key populations" and "most-at-risk populations are defined (…) as men who have sex with men, transgender people, people who inject drugs, sex workers and prisoners" [29] . The categories of "at risk" and "high risk" refer, for example, to those who "… continue to engage in unprotected sexual behaviors that place others at risk for infection and place themselves at risk for contracting secondary infections…" [30] . To this needs be added sexual laxity and unrestricted promiscuity which itself poses risky behavior; as a side effect this also includes the potential for acquiring other STIs, thereby rendering these individuals susceptible to acquiring an HIV infection [31] . ECDC notes that "… multiple sexual partners, high rate of partner change, unprotected anal intercourse and oral sex (…) indicate an increase in the frequency of UAI with casual partners or with partners of HIV discordance or unknown serostatus…" [32] . A study in Switzerland confirms this trend [33] . What about the "Driving factors? (…) Molecular epidemiological data show substantial clustering of HIV infections in MSM networks, and higher rates of dual-variant and multiple-variant HIV infection in MSM than in heterosexual people in the same populations." [34] . "Speaking truth is not homophobia" [35] . Taken together all those people mentioned above have gained the status of an exceptional group.
These factual statements reveal the inadequacies of the inept measures of current prevention campaigns to reach "at-risk" people. The current risk reduction interventions have failed to have the long-term effect of curbing the spread of HIV; in other words, they have broadly failed in their intendedgoal.
The WHO Global Health Sector Strategy on HIV/AIDS, 2011-2015 [36]
The summary of the global health-sector strategy for HIV/AIDS, 2011-2015 delineates four strategic directions. It demonstrates serious engagement in that, in addition to specific aspects of the diagnosis and treatment of HIV, linkages are addressed such as sexual health as a general topic, etc. However, other STIs, such as syphilis which facilitates cross-infections and, furthermore, HCV, which may both serve as indicators for "at-risk" behavior have rarely been considered specifically [37] . In this context, the issues of HCV reinfection have to be addressed [38] .
Furthermore, the problems posed by people who are unaware of their HIV infection have also not been thoroughly considered. This is despite the fact that the WHO/ECDC are aware that more than 40% of HIV-positive people who present for an HIV test are late presenters, i.e., years after they acquired an HIV infection [2] . Such complex issues have not thoroughly been considered by the WHO's "Four strategic directions". The fact remains that firmly multi-sectorial concepts that go beyond then arrow-gauged of the NPH have notyet been painstakingly considered. An interim conclusion: To explain the broad failings of the contemporary prevention strategies solely as being a consequence of less testing is too simple a perspective. Instead of having a differentiated point of view based on real life situations of those "at-risk" populations, both representatives from the ECDC and the WHO convey the impression that they do not appear to be cognizant of, at least part of, the different causes for the failure, example given: ranging from imprudence, complacency, negligence, as well as the intentional non-compliance of those people driving forward the spread of HIV.
Aside from Inadequate Testing Concepts, How Could This Happen? Clarification
of Some Uncomfortable Facts
General Aspects
From the outset, these prevention strategies have excluded any measures, prescriptions or tailored campaigns that may to compensate for any communication failures that can result from the failure to reach the target groups. For example, they did not address standards of education in general, the poor educational capacity of people living in poverty at the margins of society, disabled people for various reasons, socioeconomic status, or culturally specific aspects relating to immigrants [39] . Furthermore, there was no recognition of certain behavioural features of the people of the target groups, such as being prone to extreme selfishness for personal benefit, ignorance of the integrity of the health of partners, and complacency owing to the availability of cART/HAART. The "… lessened concern about HIV transmission due to HAART was strongly associated with sexual risk taking…" [40] , there by challenging the potential for an early end-of-life [41] [42] . An about-turn of this kind, as a consequence of the availability of cART/HAART, demonstrates that the messages of the current prevention programmes are less likely to have an impact on these people. Furthermore, changed behaviour in relation to "… risky sex …" is not due to stigmatisation or discrimination, but rather it reflects a kind of intentional change in the individual's behaviour towards risky behaviour of various kinds [42] . In particular, this pertains to the key populations defined by the WHO/ECDC. These people could earn respect from the societies when downscaling their risky lifestyles: by self-critical showing in that they signal readiness to constructively cooperate in such a way not to perform "at-risk" sexual prone practicesand other risky practices thus not harming partners and curbing the TM/spread of HIV and other STI and to behave responsibly; i.e., avoiding any risky behavior would be the message that deserves credit. In so doing it would be acknowledged as making a responsible contribution to curb at least the spread of HIV and would help to eliminate rejection by the society if present. By not doing, but rather, insisting on lifestyles paving the way for the spread of HIV and other STI strengthen the differences-and render any efforts of prevention concepts useless in addition to increasing resistance inside the societies.
Cluster Settings that Reflect Resistance to Any Prevention Campaigns
"The data suggest continuing HIV transmission in many countries and that HIV remains concentrated in key populations at higher risk, such as MSM, people from countries with generalised epidemics and other migrants, and people who inject drugs and their sexual partners" [43] . According to the EU and EEA: "Similar to recent years, the highest proportion of HIV diagnoses was reported in men who have sex with men (MSM) (42%), with heterosexual transmission the second most common transmission mode (32%)" [43] . Both the WHO/ECDC and political decision-makers in countries relying only on NPH prevention strategies have negated the real-world settings of too many first-line actors and followers of the "at-risk" prone populations. These people are not ahomogeneous group but of various compositions, for example, they may include those who live in poverty as well as those from more affluent backgrounds.
When engaging in certain activities such as "bare backing" or similar, newcomers are subjected to peer pressure to play by the rules, they become synchronised by their common goal to satisfy the expectations of the group dynamics, i.e., to accept practices such as intentional unprotected vaginal or anal sex (UAI) among heterosexuals or gay MSM and, in particular, i.e., basing on mutual consent for a bodily injury owing to the transmission of HIV. Sessions ranging from casual ones with a few partners up to those with numerous partners in tightly organised settings are often accompanied by the use of psychotropic drugs, in particular in the course of "chem-sex" and "slamming" rituals [10] . With regard to the latter two, when taking psychotropic drugs, both may entail immediate sequels such as impaired ability for self-control, reduced ability to reason, conditioned readiness of negotiation with partners about risks, and long-term dire medical and behavioural consequences. In these kinds of cluster meetings the prevalence of HIV infected participants, both unaware and aware of their HIV infection (the latter either ART/HAART naïve or ART experienced), with sufficiently high HIV viral loads, the transmission of HIV is expected to be higher than that of the general population. Therefore, the per-event probability of HIV transmission to as yet HIV naïve individuals might result in high hit ratios. In respect of gay sex, the UAI poses an incremental effect for HIV transmission versus unprotected vaginal sex [44] . A study conducted in the UK shows that besides the sexual orientation of the participants, the impact of cluster sizeswith a low number versus a higher number of participants-on the efficiency of spreading HIV [45] 3 . Furthermore, cluster settings have to be seen as situations for accelerating the spread of TDR by cART naïve, not yet diagnosed HIV infected patients, example given, the late presenters (see section 11.7.) . This has also been seen in terms of other STIs as shown for the cluster linked outbreaks of HCV [46] . Participating in such cluster meetings cannot be attributed in any way to discrimination or stigmatisation but is a voluntary decision of the participating people. Variants in settings based on serosorting and advertising, such as "only HIV-positives are welcome", increases the probability of acquiring an HIV dual infection, thereby facilitating the development of CRFs (see Section 11) . "Negotiated safety", in case it has been done (!), does not always guarantee real awareness of his/her HIV status [47] or adequately value his/her HIV viral load (VL, see section 11.5) determined weeks or months ago-i.e., regarding HIV viral load sorting. The concomitant use of psychotropic drugs reduces the competence to realistically decide for a consensual agreement to engage in risky sexual practices. For the sake of protection by anonymity "at-risk" people are being allowed to undermine the ideals of the open society.
Furthermore, apart from the online-dating sites, "sex date", these settings are promoted by advertising via national and international networks [34] . Developments of this nature point to some kinds of parallel societies, for instance, sexual subcultures, where people follow their own norms. Such kinds of key group sessions are subjected to intrinsic group dynamic features which may become a process of spreading HIV, i.e., increasing in number of settings together with the increasing prevalence of HIV-positive people in such key groups [Fn. 3] . Such situations are potentially suited to accelerate the spread of drug-naïve HIV as well as drug resistant HIV, and because of their own dynamics of transmission are close to developing the spread of concentrated microepidemics in the key-populations. In principle, such processes could be used to reverse the trend of HIV transmission by incorporating acknowledged peers or sex workers, resp., who can change the established norms in line with the correct prevention programs, for example, by peer-driven interventions according to the "The Lucifer-Effect" [48] .
Again, this trend-setting by certain sub-populations of "at-risk" people is not a consequence of discrimination or stigmatization. They represent the lifestyles of people who unswervingly undermine any sense of solidarity with communities and reflect a process of eroding solidarity. It goes without saying that solidarity, as a matter of principle, is based on duality. From the bi-directional character of solidarity it follows the principle of reciprocity. However, because no restrictions counteracting such behavior exist, both governments and NGOs tolerate one-sided interpretations of solidarity thereby indirectly fostering modes of socially destructive behavior. Public awareness about respecting "at-risk" people who in considerately continue the transmission of HIV and other STIs will be negatively influenced. Human rights advocates have to consider such problems when arguing for the protection of the human rights of those at-risk individuals who, for their own vested interests, continue to do violence against the tenets of human rights.
Enhancement Effects Fostering the Spread of HIV
The WHO's definition of "at-risk" populations in terms of HIV transmission (TM) meets the expression of risktaking in the context of modern trends, for example, the "western styled democratic societies" termed "risk societies" [49] . Those "at-risk" populations, -herein the context of the person-to-person HIV TM-, are, paradigmatically, subsets of the risk society. Those minorities in our societies who serisky, self-injurious behaviors and attitudes are directed against both 1) partners if causing bodily injuries to them, and 2) the tenets of human rights (HR), ethics and public health principles are causing awkward challenges for societies. This complex situation favoring the spread of HIV, now an element of the risk society, originated by means of the merging of two occurrences: a) a natural hazard, when SIVs 4 crossed the species barrier to humans turning it into a modified virus, the HIV-1 and HIV-2 [50]- [52] but which may not have reached an equilibrium yet with its new human host (see section 11.), and b) its coupling with an extreme individualism established in modern "western societies" and resulting in a declining of a collective sense with detrimental social impact, "… and the antiauthoritarian impulse that characterized the New Left in democratic capitalist societies (…) but individualism remains central" [53] . However, individualism in the respective countries Yes-but limits have to be acknowledged in that neither violence of any kind to partners or society, nor causing harm to partner(s) occurs. This must apply to transmitting HIV to partner (s) even in consensual settings in that it infringes basic principles of Article 3 of HR. Furthermore, owing to the misuse of this kind of individualism for selfish goals directed against societal norms, far too many "at-risk" people carelessly or intentionally disengage from the guiding principles of the common good. They assume the right to continue their risky lifestyles without paying attention to the grave consequences for both partners and societies. They do not want to be helped to change their risky behavior-but they insist on receiving help when in need, for example, medical care. The lack of any restrictions outside of the legal system, coupled with rampant sexual behavior engendered by sexual laxity and unrestricted promiscuity or injecting drug use, hasled, and continues to pave the way for settings that favor the spread of HIV. c) Once established in the human population, the further evolution in particular of HIV-1is continuing (example given, the CRFs, Section 11) with the help of its host, the human beings, in particular those of the "at-risk" groups and migrants and refugees from, example given, the sub-Saharan areas-"An epidemic on the move" [20] .
Legal systems are almost powerless against behavior of this kind which is fostered via the specific traits of HIV. Reasonable framework conditions have to be established that limit and counteract such trends. However, nothing happened. Instead, the "at-risk" trend-settings by the people defined above have become an inherentthreat and are about to result in the risk society potentially subverting the open society (O.S) 5 . In respect of the ongoing spread of HIV in the western hemisphere, this trend of increasing "at-risk" behavior has to be seen as the unleashing of a new sort of violence thereby inducing tensions directed against the norms of traditionally structured societies. Advocates and proponents of these "at-risk" populations have successfully encouraged western nations to allow this risky behavior. In a certain sense, governments have surrendered to this kind of pressure thereby contravening their commitment to the societies they serve in accordance with the respective state's constitutions.
This effect has also come about because the ramifications for this approach are indirectly supported by the liberal idea of the open society. By enacting HIV prevention strategies based solely on the NPH, policymakers have not taken account of the real-world settings of "at-risk" populations; too many actors of whom intentionally have no care for the standards of responsibility for partners and society as a whole. This situation amounts to a change in paradigms and a clash of divergent movements in pluralistic democratic societies: the idea of a liberal open society relying on the responsiveness of their members versus a cult-like clash of too many of the "atrisk" people eager to continue risky sexual practices and/or drug use but being protected by the tenet of the unrestricted tolerance of the O.S. and their governments, and abusing its liberal concept. Integrating NPH into the framework of the O.S. can only be thoroughly effective if most of the members of the community manage their behaviour responsibly and follow ethical norms. This worked for some people but failed in respect of certain subsets of the extreme "at-risk" population. Indeed, unless the issue is addressed, the paradox today is that the norms allow someone to inflict a bodily injury on a partner with lethal consequences. These people play havoc with partners and societies. Misusing this gesture by not respecting the bodily integrity of other people means undermining the idea of the open society and the objectives of human rights. People continuing with both careless and intentional risk-taking lifestyles that meet their selfish desires and are without any respect for the integrity of the health of partners render both this prevention strategy and the idea of the open society powerless. Thanks to lifesaving ART, i.e., a longer life expectancy, the "at-risk" trends have gained momentum in the concrete sense of the risk society. In contrast, civilization in today's terms means everybody has to be subject to both prevailing legal and societal norms. The care systems of our societies are geared to the solidary behavior of their members. This is also an essential tenet of public health.
Ethics
A very basic norm of the traditional principles in ethics implies‚ do not cause harm to other people. However, for too many people, in particular those belonging to "at-risk" groups, this is no longer an option. To the contrary, actions of such kind have become something of a standard in those circles and are tolerated by the states without discussion. Ethics no longer count as behavioral norms within a regulatory context. This inherent system of "libidinal behaviour" takes precedence over ethics, vested interests matter exclusively. In fact, these "at-risk" people who cause serious damage to partners and societies are entitled to medical and social care services. Democratic systems that provide full medical/health coverage without any restrictions convey the impression that any risk to one's own health or that of partners must be covered by the society's health care systems, i.e., institutionalized insurances.
Human Rights Issues
"The international human rights system explicitly recognized HIV status as a prohibited ground of discrimination" [54] . That's correct, however: This statement, and the ongoing and generalizing accusations against the discrimination of those HIV naïve as well as HIV positive people who practice risky lifestyles promoting the spread of HIV, requires clarification. The WHO published prevalence data for HIV/AIDS: "In 2012, UNAIDS and WHO estimate that 2.2 million people were living with HIV in the WHO European Region, including 1.3 million in eastern Europe and central Asia (EECA) representing an estimated adult prevalence of 0.7% in EECA and 0.2% in western and central Europe" [55] . These data demonstrate that at least a portion of these people do not take personal responsibility nor acknowledge an absolute imperative to cooperate with the communities from which they receive help; for different reasons, they do not comply with the correctional messages of the prevention campaigns and tenets of the human rights. Advocates of PLWHA 6 are forcing the general population to comply when claiming "no discrimination". Of course there should be no discrimination but advocates are confounding a justifiable refusal in the general population regarding the risky lifestyles of certain PLWHA who continue to spread HIV. Our societies have the right to have a service in return, a quid pro quo from those who are entitled to receive help.
The assessment of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) on Public Health, Article 12 of the CESCR, states, "The States Parties to the present Covenant recognize the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health" [56] . However, this Committee also neglects the real-world settings (as described above) of too many of the "at-risk" practicing HIV-infected people who damage the physical and mental health of partners by their mutual consent, i.e., by their abuse of the liberal concepts of the prevention programs, unswerving non-compliance with HIV prevention concepts, and their defiance of the tenets of the open society and the goals of public health. Failing to position their behaviour in relation to Article 29, "Duties to the Community", of the Human Rights Declaration reflects an unbalanced presentation by the CESCR to the rights of communities. Duties are one element of human rights; they result from the mutual grant of the fundamental rights of human beings and the restriction of individual rights.
Duties are fundamental constituents of human rights. Hence, there are consequences for individuals: "Individuals, therefore, have a responsibility to behave in ways that will not harm others, for example, by not exposing their sexual or needle sharing partners to the risk of HIV infection" [57] . In order to avoid an asymmetric interpretation of the human rights of PLWHA, a balanced construction which includes their "duties to the community", (Article 29 of the Universal Declaration of HR), is necessary.
The Costs-Economical Aspects
In addition to the ongoing spread of HIV, the number of individuals living with HIV with increased life expectancy by using ART will rise. However, many of them will suffer from different diseases [58] [59], in particular from non-communicable diseases [60] [61]. But, "Retaining HIV patients in medical care… (…) …analyses showed that a retention in care intervention consisting of enhanced personal contact coupled with basic HIV education may be delivered at fairly low cost " [62] . Providing comprehensive care to people living with HIV is becoming tremendously monetarily challenging and damaging to national economics. Improved diagnostics and therapies apart from ART will put further economic pressure on health care systems, social benefits and social care [63] . There is growing concern about the rising costs for the increasing number of people already in medical care and using ART [64] and about the growth of drug resistant HIV. Recent data from the United Kingdom show the lifetime costs for a single HIV infected person-"30 year-old gay men, who lived to the age of 72 years"-as being £360,800 7 , but due to generic formulations it may be down to just over £100,000 [65] . The respective data for Germany would be £654,016; this amounts essentially to the cost for cART without discounting [66] . The lifetime costs based on somewhat different defaults are of about a similar order of magnitude for, in the example given, the US [67] and Northern France [68] . A preventable person-to-person bound infection is about to become an undue health care burden on societies. Such trends have also to be seen in the context of the increasing number of CRFs (see Section 11.) [69] .
Jurisdiction

The Problems with Prosecution
One of the most widely accepted functions of law is its role as a peacekeeper. Criminal law is the governmental response to infractions committed by anyone the law binds. Holding the perpetrator to account ends the infrac-tion and restores and confirms the authority of the law. And it is self-evident that a legally defined criminal offence and the culpability of the offender in violating it are necessary preconditions for this response. Many countries neither have an explicit criminal offence regarding an intentional or negligent HIV infection of another person nor do they punish the endangerment of a person through unprotected intercourse. However in some countries there are certain offences which incriminate dangerous behaviour associated with communicable diseases (cf. in Poland or in some states of the USA). The common dominator in all these criminal provisions is that injury of another person is always punishable no matter the underlying legal basis. It should be quite clear that a bodily harm can both be committed by stabbing with a knife and by transmitting a disease. The important thing is to demotionalise the discussion: talking about the punishment for transmitting HIV as only a specific and unique element of a particular criminal offence rather than a stigmatization of and discrimination against people living with HIV. The issue is one of harming another human being. If this behaviour is punishable it is a matter of the statutory definition that each society chooses for itself. The way in which these statutory definitions are applied is what is known as general criminal law. These are unemotional rules; they serve to establish equal treatment and predictability of penal sanctions and also as a restraint on state power. Criminal Law as an ultimate weapon of the government has therefore also a protective function for its citizens: every behaviour not described as incriminating is protected from sanction. Hence, the description of criminal offences as islands of restriction in a sea of freedom. The current legal discussion does not represent this factor strongly enough.
The legal situation in Germany In Germany there is no statute that specifically incriminates the transmission of HIV; neither is the mere creation of a danger of HIV transmission specifically punishable. Instead, the criminal sanctions on HIV transmission come under the general criminal offences against life and person ( § § 223 StGB, § § 211 StGB). According to these offences, anyone who causes injury or death to another person intentionally or negligently is punishable in line with the degree of his or her own culpability. There is no special criminal law for HIV.
The relevant provisions of § § 223, 224, as well as § 229 StGB in exact wording: § 223 StGB Causing bodily harm 1) Whosoever physically assaults or damages the health of another person, shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine.
2) The attempt shall be punishable. § 224 StGB causing bodily harm by dangerous means. a) Whosoever causes bodily harm. No. 1 -4. (…) No. 5. by methods that pose a danger to life, Shall be liable to imprisonment from six months to ten years, in less serious cases to imprisonment from three months to five years.
b) The attempt shall be punishable. § 229 StGB Causing bodily harm by negligence. Whosoever by negligence causes bodily harm to another shall be liable to imprisonment not exceeding three years or a fine.
There is no doubt that the transmission of HIV is a criminal act with regard to these provisions as an injurious behaviour. The Federal High Court of Justice (BGH) subsumes unprotected sexual contact with an HIV-positive person under the provisions named above if the infection of the sexual partner can be traced back to that specific sexual contact 8 . The offence is complete when the sexual partner has been infected; this is also the case with all other dangerous infections. The BGH assumes that the requirements § § 223 (1), 244 (1) No. 5 StGB (causing bodily harm by dangerous means) have been met because the infection is not curable and is regularly fatal. Although this provides legal clarification, the causal connection between sexual contact and infection is especially difficult to prove, though it is a critical element of the offence. In the case of frequent change of sexual partners, genetic tests are only partially able to shed light on the causation question. Within the aggravated offence ( § 224 (1) No. 5 StGB) there is also the additional question of whether evidence as to the accused's viral load is relevant to the question of life-threatening endangerment. However, the aggravated offences are also punishable as attempts, meaning that even if the infection cannot be causally linked to the sexual contact, an attempt can be prosecuted. Criminal liability for attempts, in turn, requires the offender to have acted intentionally. In the ruling mentioned above, the BGH decided that the accused acted with contingent intent. The court further held that the state of general knowledge about the risk of transmission during intercourse was sufficient to assume that the "knowing" element of the offence was fulfilled.
In the interest of differentiating between negligence and recklessness, the BGH chose to have a closer look at the voluntary element of intent. The BGH states that it is of course too much to say that bare knowledge of one's own HIV status plus the fact that unprotected intercourse can transmit the virus is enough to establish specific intent 9 . Also the fact that the accused had a reasonable ground of assuming that the risk of infection was in fact low in this case can be an argument against his intent. Yet even in the face of comparatively low probability of infection per sexual contact, the Court held, there is the chance that every unprotected sexual contact could be the one of many to cause the transmission. Therefore every person carrying the virus actually bears the entire risk of transmission. Based on these arguments, one has to admit that the assumption that the voluntary element is a given can only be an exception, but that qualified intent may be able to be assumed.
The BGH further excludes a presumption that the injury is fatal 10 . Given that HIV can have a long and variable incubation period and that the offender may share the hope of many people living with HIV that a cure will be found within his lifetime, it is doubtful that the offender assumed that deadly injury could be a consequence of his behaviour. The general position in the case law is this: the perpetrator knows about the dangerousness of his behaviour. Due to this knowledge he also knows that his actions can have damaging consequences (knowledge about the concrete possibility that his sexual partner can be infected). Despite this knowledge he commits dangerous behaviour and considers the result of an offence as possible. As a consequence, even a perpetrator who does not want an infection to take place and vaguely hopes for the transmission not to happen acts intentionally. If, however, the offender genuinely believes that the offence will not be completed, he cannot be said to have acted intentionally.
Another question to be asked is whether a defence may be available to the offender because the sexual contact was consensual. A defence can only be drawn from a justifying consent e.g. in those cases in which the infected person informed his partner about the risk. The consensual sexual contact does not say anything about the question of whether the partner is informed about the risks of having intercourse with an infected person. Consent is to be measured by the offence and by the therein described risk. Thus when a person does not know about the infection, he or she is not able to consent. That is a generally accepted principle. Even the efforts to declare consensual intercourse an act of self-endangerment does not change this assumption. For an effective consent it is a mandatory requirement to be informed about the risk the person is taking. If only the one partner knows about his infection, the general awareness of the chance to become infected is not enough for a consent. A helpful analogy might be a reminder that the passenger in a car does not consent into a high risk driving attitude of the driver when getting into the car. It is not clear why we should assume something else for HIV transmission. If one of the partners does not know about the infection of his sexual partner the infected person intentionally realizes the result of an offence. The risk could be minimized very easily by informing the other person about the infection. In case the knowing partner then consensually takes the risk, this is to be respected. If he chooses to take the risk anyway, there is no way the offence can be realized. Only the infected person (risk-carrier) has knowledge about the risk, not the unaware partner. As a result, the unaware partner is unable to refuse and to protect his own health if there is no duty to disclose HIV status. It should be generally accepted that an HIV-positive person is obligated to disclose his status to potential sexual partners. It is important to recognize that infection as a result of sexual contact with the partner is an offence as discussed above. Even the prevention campaigns have to convey this message not only to the general public but also to the target audience. Once again: this is not about legal stigmatization or the establishment of a specific status. Moreover we do not ask for the impossible: it is as a general imperative rule not to injure another person, meaning to organize oneself in a way that other persons do not get harmed. It is selfish and egoistic not to grant other people their own choices by not informing them.
The offender's responsibility for his potential risk cannot be shifted to potential victims as a duty of self-protection. A role reversal of this sort is not acceptable at this point. It is uncontested that self-protection is highly recommended and it should be also communicated by prevention messages. But it is not a legal principle. It can only be evolved to a legal principle if the responsibility for oneself can be assumed. And that is only the case when the endangered person has knowledge about the risk-the person that is not aware of the danger caused 9 by another person, cannot assume the responsibility for the situation. The right of not knowing is a way of balancing the superior knowledge of the partner with knowledge of his HIV-positive status. In the 1980s the right of not knowing was developed to escape fear and stigmatization. The current situation though does not justify this fear anymore. If we were to assert the right of not knowing it would have the following consequences: 1) In an indirect way, the consequence would be that the infected partner would not have to reveal his infection to his potential partner, since the right to not knowing is going along with the own not knowing about a potential infection of oneself. This can lead to an ignorance regarding the necessary measures for protection. As a consequence a necessary element of action will be closed off.
2) The agreement to a right of not knowing will lead to an increasing number of HIV-infected persons and is therefore tantamount to an acceptance of the spreading of HIV. It is thereby against society's interests. 3) In addition to this, there is a tactical advantage associated with the right of not knowing. The basis of the principle of shared responsibility has to be that an HIV-infected person must reveal his infection. The revealing of the infection is a part of his or her responsibility towards his/her sexual partner and towards society. To keep it a secret is to behave culpably. Even medical confidentiality can be limited or eliminated to protect a legally protected right. The possible willingness of the sexual partner to engage in unprotected intercourse of course has to be considered within the sentencing as a possible ground for mitigation. This can for example be: a) the conscious participation in sexual intercourse which contains a high risk of infection, e.g. the conscious participation in barebacking-parties; b) participation in events involving the consumption of consciousness-altering drugs such as narcotic painkillers taken before participating in fisting; c) by convincing an HIV-positive person to have unprotected sexual intercourse with an HIV-negative person for money; d) male or female occasional prostitution, e.g. "survival sex"; e) it is also known that the willingness of unsafe sex plus high risk sex is increasing, since the prospects of successful therapies invite recklessness. This potential problem with the treatment-as-prevention approach is sadly not discussed as frequently as it should be.
To demand the decriminalization of HIV transmission is to support the decriminalization of behaviour without there really being good reason to do so. As shown, the German criminal law follows general principles of attribution of criminal behaviour without creating special offences for HIV transmission. In fact it is treating like cases alike: every deliberate and negligent dangerous behaviour is generally punishable. Questioning these principles would mean questioning constitutional safeguards (the responsibility of the state to protect its citizens, since the decriminalization would undermine the physical integrity as an object of legal protection). In addition to this it would imply an inversion of responsibilities. Not the endangered person but the HIV-positive person should be the one bear responsibility for the safety of others. Everything that differs from this principle cannot be the goal of handling HIV infection in a constitutional way. The criminal law does not discriminate against people living with HIV, but it does punish individuals for their unlawful and culpable behaviour when they deal with their illness by harming others. This approach creates the basis for differentiating forms of behaviour and serves the purpose of prosecuting all socially intolerable behaviours, which is also in the interest of the majority HIV-positive people who deal with their infection in a responsible way. Behaviour contrary to prevention e.g. is: 1) not to inform your partner about your infection; 2) not to get tested for HIV although the suspicion of being infected exists; 3) not to protect yourself while having occasional sexual contacts with others, whether at barebacking parties or otherwise.
Will Decriminalization of HIV Transmission Help to Curb It? The Impact of Risky Behaviour on Societies
As long as ago as 2008, UNAIDS issued the "UNAIDS Policy Brief: Criminalization of HIV Transmission" [70] . It was reasoned that "There are no data indicating that the broad application of criminal law to HIV transmission will achieve either criminal justice or prevent HIV transmission. Rather, such application risks are undermining public health and human rights." However, is there evidence based proof of the opposite conception? UNAIDS did not consider the modes of behavior within "at-risk" and at highest-risk groups, which have reoccurred since the midst 1990s; for those "at-risk" people it's not the rule to discuss the 'issues of criminal laws' ahead of negligently or intentionally practicing risky behavior favoring HIV transmission; thereby, they foil the prevention measures that meanwhile resulted in a still ongoing "resurgent …HIV-1 epidemic…" [42] . This "… resurgent HIV-1 epidemic …" happened in spite of the coincidental advent of improved cART. It's a widely accepted experience that people of the "at-risk" minorities continued spreading HIV as though it were a natural right guided by complacency; they don't care about both legal norms and basic principles of Articles 3 and 29 of the Human Rights Act. In this context a message from UNAIDS aimed at cultivating the citizen's duty to society would be helpful in that the individual's social consciousness would be addressed. This would need to be included in the statements of the Policy Brief and directed at the risky trends of the people: 1) Who intentionally practice sexually risky behavior as well as injecting drug users who thereby contribute to ongoing HIV transmission dynamics. Their actions are usually based on playing the odds of transmitting HIV, or are the actions of those ready to acquire an HIV infection. This message should explain the tolerance granted to those promoting a form of stealthy violence against society. It is not a matter of a few individuals; instead, these risky trends have gained the dynamic of a mass phenomenon blessed by "Queer Temporalities".
2) The controversial issues of "partner notification" have to be analyzed, balancing the pros and cons [71] [72] [73] . In particular, the message should report studies which show that partner notification "… is a highly efficient way of detecting previously undiagnosed cases of HIV …" [74] .
HIV's Traits to Outsmart Prevention Concepts
1) The HIV-1 11 and HIV-2 (types) belong to the retrovirus family within the generic group of lentivirus. Multiple founder events for HIV-1 occurred in the western part of sub-Saharan Africawhen SIVs crossed the species barrier to humans and began in the early 1900s [75] [76] . HIV is broadly classified into four lineages, namely groups M, N, O and P. The M-group that predominates the global pandemic is subdivided into clades (or subtypes), currently A, B… J, K. The complete HIV particle, the virion, contains two positive polarized singlestranded genomic RNA molecules. Among other products they encode for three enzymes involved in the replication of the HIV, the (error prone) reverse transcriptase, the integrase, and the proteinase. And there are further HIV genome encoded targets for new drugs such as the trans-activating proteins (tat) [77] .
2) The routes of HIV infection are unprotected sexual intercourse (vaginal, anal and, to a lower extent, oral), injecting drug use, mother-to-child transmission, and occupational infections except for rare transfusion-transmitted cases depending on the region. However, if using respective precautionary measures the strictly person-to-person bound transmission of HIV is avoidable apart from certain situations (for details see Section 4).
3) Cell-free HIV mainly infects cells of the lymphocytic lineage in the blood, in particular the CD4 + T-helper (Th) cells playing a central role as key components of the immune system, cells of the macrophage lineages and, furthermore, it invades the central nervous stem (CNS) [78] . Cell-to-cell-contact transmission omitting cell free HIV is also known [79] . The infection of cells by cell-free HIV depends on the interaction of ligand molecules at the surface of the HIV with certain receptor and co-receptor molecules on the surface of these cells (entry and fusion).
4) The infection of the CD4 + Th cells by HIV impairs their function, finally ending in their destruction, i.e., their depletion in the blood. The immune system is unable to counteract the infection below a certain threshold of CD4 + Th-cells, about 350 cells/µl blood, (the normal range is about 500 to 1400 cells/µl blood). The immune system of those individuals infected by HIV gets weakened both via the cellular immunity by means of the CD4 + -Th1 cells and the humoral immunity provided by antibodies by means of the CD4 + -Th2 cells. This applies to infectious diseases external and internal to the body (the latter ones are named opportunistic infections, for example, exacerbating tuberculosis). They are about to pose serious medical and social challenges globally.
5) A variety of antiretroviral drugs are available to specifically inhibit the HIV's genetically encoded enzymes and this interaction upon infection of cells as far as no resistance against these drugs exists. The treatment with antiretroviral drugs is named Antiretroviral Therapy (ART), combined Antiretroviral Therapy (cART) or Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART). These drugs, specifically designed for HIV, can suppress the replication of HIV thereby allowing the immune system to recover to a certain degree. The effect of ART can experimentally be determined by measuring the viral load (VL), i.e., the HIV-RNA copy number/ml blood plasma. "The key goal of ART is to achieve and maintain durable viral suppression" 12 . In case of a successful suppression of the HIV VL, these patients are living longer with an improved quality of life. The term "Therapy" is misleading, because the treatment with the current antiretroviral drugs is just an intervention in the replicative process of the HIV; however, it is neither an eradication of the HIV nor a cure for it! 6) Which intrinsic traits of HIV cause the disarming of the host's immune system and, consequently, the medically devastating aftermath of the HIV infection in the short, as well as in the long-term horizon?
HIV establishes a persistent infection, characterized by a lifelong ongoing replication and infection of more cells as well as maintaining a stage named latency, i.e., no replication in a silenced cell, or maintaining a low-level replication rate but keeping the infected cells viable. Soon after the infection occasionally symptoms occur not specific to HIV, the Acute Retroviral Syndrome (ARS). The first-line combined "antibody and antigen" laboratory tests for HIV will show "positive" (including confirmatory tests) also for the HIV VL, i.e., these people are infectious, depending on the window period. Only after years have passed mostly asymptomatically after an infection with HIV happened, symptoms become apparent which are indicative of an HIV-infection or progressed stages of it. HIV-infected individuals who are not tested for HIV during the asymptomatic stage are unaware of their HIV infection and can unknowingly infect partners. The late-presenters mostly belong to people who ask for HIV testing as a result of symptoms related to the HIV infection appeared. However, there are a minority of HIV infected people who belong to the long-term non-progressors (LTNP) and the elite controllers [80] . The HIV infectiousness of the last mentioned cannot be excluded for certain.
7) In addition to the ongoing destruction of the CD4 + Th-cells, the HIV controls efficient strategies to escape a) the immune system after infection, b) the action of antiretroviral drugs, and c) to develop into highly diverse genetic variants resulting in a great genetic diversity which gets potentiated by the high rate of replication of the HIV [81] . This quasi-species diversity can result in the development i) of immune escape variants, ii) of drug-resistance, thus enabling it to replicate in spite of the cART/HAART provided to the patient. The spontaneous occurrence of mutations in the HIV genome responsible for drug resistance is a natural process in HIV infected patients both under the selective pressure of cART and in cART naïve ones. In both situations "drugresistant" HIV can be transmitted (transmitted drug resistance/TDR) to partners. The TDR by ART naïve HIV infected patients deserves a high priority for continuous surveillance [82] [83], both with an extended diagnosis at the molecular level of the HIV and in the context of cluster settings with regard to their size and frequency (see Section 6.2.); iii) mutations that render HIV to a more or less virulent variant, and iv) with the passage of time after a HIV transmission from person A to person B, the high rate of mutations in both A and B results in a divergence of a kind such that the individual's genetic causality of HIV-B cannot be linked to HIV-A. The onus of proof for prosecution, therefore, cannot be supplied; the HIV itself hampers criminal prosecution in most cases. To make a clear statement: The HIV infection causes a deadly outcome for most of the infected people; the application of cART/HAART does not contravene this principle.
8) A further molecular mechanism named recombination with the potential to develop greater variances in the genetic organization depends on multiple infections-at least a dual one-of one individual with two different HIV intra-clade (subtype) heterologous strains [84] or strains from different clades infecting the same host cell/s in one individual. This can happen, example given, if two individuals each infected with HIV of different clades have sex using risky practices of different kinds or if HIV infected, injecting drug users sharing blood contaminated needles. During replication of both HIV in one cell it can happen that parts of the parental gene sections recombine [85] . If able to replicate, such recombinant forms can be spread and gain epidemic scales and are then named circulating recombinant forms, CRFs [86] . One example is the HIV-1 inter-clade recombinant subtype CRF01_AE [87] . The extent to which individuals infected with different variants of CRFs will progress to AIDS remains to be followed up but there are already known aggressive HIV-1 complex recombinants, for example, the CRF19_cpx [88] . The recombinants may already contain gene sections carrying drug resistance potential from at least one sexual partner. The extent to which recombinants of this type can become prevalent, or even outsmart the currently circulating wild type HIVs, cannot, asyet, be decided.
Apart from the impact of the influx of HIV non-B subtype infection by "…migrants and refugees …" [89] , this development is with special regard to the increasing use of national and international networking contacts among "at-risk" people thereby promoting multiple HIV infections events by intra-clade resp. of different clades. The development of genetic diversities takes time depending on the chances of establishing a dual HIV infection on various conditions in one individual. Nevertheless, their stealthy emergence has gained impressive travel routes. It's a matter of facts meanwhile. The crossing of sociodemographic boundaries [90] [91], the man-made "travel routes" of different clades [92] as well as of CRFs [93] [94] are well documented and are indicative of the ongoing blending of HIV from different clades. With the support of the individual's behavior, ranging from disregarding the correct messages of prevention campaigns, negligently or intentionally omitting self-protection, non-complacency in terms of ART and unscrupulousness, this development will gain increasing momentum owing to the growing number of people living with HIV; at least part of them are accelerating this process by paving the way for chains of transmission and, thereby, increasing the odds for emerging variants that may possibly be more virulent [95] . Polygamous partnerships [96] and transmission cluster settings favor situations to become dually infected.
Desperate Measures to Curb the Ongoing Spread of HIV
"Eastern Europe is facing quadruple, intersecting epidemics of injecting drug use, HIV, tuberculosis (TB) and hepatitis C,…" warns the UN Special Envoy 13 . The "European Union must act now as Baltic states and Romania battle to control HIV", says Kazatchkine 14 .
That Is Correct Not Alone for "Eastern Europe"-but What Needs to Be Done?
The facts: the current HIV prevention programmes, aimed at "at-risk" reduction interventions only for the general population and for people belonging to the hard to reach "at-risk" groups of any kind, have not reached the expected low scale of both HIV incidence and prevalence necessary to curb the spread of HIV. There are numerous studies providing evidence-based results that since the midst 1990s the availability of cART has resulted in a reduced concern about HIV transmission, safer sex fatigue, complacency and elevated risk behavior among those spreading HIV. Based on comprehensive information from scientific and public health sources these people have had, and still have ample opportunity to manage their risky lifestyles with a view to reducing or avoiding HIV transmission but they have failed to do so. That is a consequence of liberal policies which have allowed particularly sexually active high-risk people and injecting drug users as part of the bridging people to continue their risky lifestyles thereby promoting the spread of HIV and other STIs. In terms of the state, it is accepted that personal rights, the right of self-determination, and civil rights and liberties can be abused by too many people who are persistently pursuing their instinctive, conditioned, vested interests. They do not care about the consequences such as the breakdown of their health and the impact on the society which they look to for help when they are HIV infected. Instead, they behave in a non-compliant manner by opposing the correct messages of the prevention campaigns and, in some ways are ready to use violence towards society: "… the 'traditional' approach of broad, population-based rollout of treatment and prevention messages and technologies must be reexamined and different approaches must be considered" [97] . Governments have not reflected on their commitment to avert any damage to the communities they had been properly elected to serve. In this respect, governments are not upholding their duty to protect their uninfected citizens.
The increasing prevalence of PLWHA is about to become an unmanageable state of affairs. In terms of the unrestricted spread of HIV both the risk intervention programmes and the legal systems are powerless. The states have drawn back from the violence they tolerate.
A Global View
Faced with this situation, the initiative of UNAIDS seems like a desperate defensive alternative: The vision of UNAIDS is the "90-90-90" "prevention and treatment" target to bring a halt to the HIV/AIDS pandemic with a biomedical approach in particular [98] . In high-income and most of the middle-income countries this kind of the biomedical approach is already in progress. However, such biomedical interventions for HIV prevention effectively require the people receiving ART to commit to a high level of adherence to the respective regime [99] . Recent studies concerning PrEP for MSM show a continuing HIV transmission rate [100] . Since ART became widely available warnings upraised regarding drug resistant HIVs [101] . The WHO pointed to the fact that, "Significant population-level HIV drug resistance could potentially restrict future therapeutic options and in-crease treatment costs by requiring new and more expensive antiretroviral regimens" [102] . This has to be seen in the context of the adherence regimes [103] [104].
The Appeal of the "Vancouver Consensus"
It is presented at the Eighth International AIDS Society Conference 2015 sounds encouraging at first glance-by neglecting counteracting features of human behaviors of too many of the "at-risk" people [105] . The statement therein "The treatment era had begun" (already around the midst-1990s) is correct, but is it a perfect strategy? Contrary to the anticipated success, the HIV incidence rates published by the ECDC for Europe and the CDC for USA have increased since. It is too simple a conclusion to make political decision makers believe in the results of controlled cohort cART treatment studies but ignoring the real lifestyles of those defined as "at-risk" people (see chapter 4).
The point is that the more HIV infected people are treated with antiretroviral drugs-here the Treatment AS Prevention (TASP), the pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) [106] , and the Post exposure (PEP) concepts-the higher the odds of the emergence of cART resistant HIV and its transmission. In this context drug resistant HIVs, resulting from transmitted drug resistant (TDR) HIV in treatment-naïve individuals, should sound an alarming signal for policy-makers [107] [108] [109] . This reflects the reality that cART helps too many people to continue to engage in risk-taking lifestyles thereby promoting HIV TM and rendering void all efforts of the communities to curb the spread of HIV. These "at-risk" people thus present an extremely challenging paradox with which our liberal structured societies are faced. Several statements emphasize this situation: "Hypothetical scenario analysis shows that the epidemiological benefits of highly active antiretroviral therapy and earlier diagnosis on incidence have been entirely offset by increases in the risk behaviour rate" [42] . This statement turned out to be correct. "Indeed, current surveillance data suggest that transmissions are increasing in resource rich communities-particularly among men who have sex with men (MSM), in addition to the large epidemics ongoing within the resource-poor world. Such increases represent a public health failure" [110] . A comment on a UNAIDS action in 2004, put it starkly, "HIV outpaces global response" [111] is still valid [112] . Such developments, inherent in our social systems, demonstrate proof of failure, yet our governments seem powerless as they have no concepts or strategies to hand to deal with the situation.
Continuing "at-risk" behavior that is not compliant with the need for required adherence to methods of prevention, will increase the spread of both drug naïve and drug resistant HIV resulting in the current prevention strategies and the biomedical approaches to HIV prevention becoming useless measures. It takes time to gain momentum but it is likely to happen. Policy-makers have to explain why they continue to place the individual rights of those infected at a higher level than their duty to the community. Denying the realities of personal risk-taking behavior of the key populations by the designers of future prevention strategies and governments may effectively become toleration for the spread of HIV in general, and for drug resistant HIV in particular.
Conclusions
To some degree, the NPH strategy served its purpose and the majority of people responded to the health messages-in contrast to the "at-risk" populations in particular. By continuing with the current strategies only, our societies may be faced with a further increase in HIV prevalence-an ominous escalation threatens. The questions arise: Why are societies obliged to tolerate the increasingly ongoing trends by-mostly-subsets of members of "at-risk" populations who do not cooperate responsibly, but engage in risky practices thereby promoting the spread of HIV and undermining all prevention efforts?
The divergent threats are about to multiply by further disregarding real life settings of those "at-risk" people outlined here. As a consequence, it points to the conclusion that the current prevention strategies and concepts have to be reshaped into multi-sectorial based strategies by recognizing realities for the purpose of syndemic prevention networks [113] [114] [115] . They have to be developed to counteract the broad spectrum of behavior fostering noncompliance that ranges from self-complacency to intentional abuse of the liberal tenets that have underpinned the prevention strategies from the earliest days of the HIV pandemic. However, despite its deficiencies certain parts of this strategy must remain as a part of a wider package of HIV prevention strategies, i.e. continuing with improved messages for sex education, harm reduction regarding sexual practices and drug use.
Relying on biochemical approaches only corresponds to frantic efforts and may look gloomy. Therefore, based on painstaking examinations of the current concepts at a transnational level comprehensive concepts have
